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1. INTRODUCTION 
The existence and multiplicity of T-periodic solutions of the forced pen- 
dulum equation 
y”(t) + q’(t) + A sin J(t) = e(t) (1) 
have been considered recently by a number of authors and we refer to 
[2,3] for the history and a survey of this problem. The main techniques 
used up to now have been upper and lower solutions, topological degree 
and variational methods. A precise and explicit characterizarion of the set 
of e E L’(0, T) for which (1) for which (1) has a T-periodic solution is still 
unknown; this paper is another contribution in this direction. We show 
among other things that if we set F = (l/T) j: e(r) dt, E.? = e - iG, w = 2x/T, 
and if 
cl-‘(Id + C2)y2A <d(c?), 
where 
cos a!?(t) dr 
* Work realized when the first author was Visiting Professor at the University of Louvain. 
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and E is the unique T-periodic solution with mean value zero of 
y”(t) + cy’( t) = P( t ), 
then (1) has a T-periodic solution whenever 
IFI G4(6(e”)-o-1(o*+c2)-1’2A). 
The proof essentially uses upper and lower solution techniques and degree 
arguments and also gives information about the multiplicity of the 
solutions. The above conditions are distinct from the various ones 
described or quoted in [Z-4], which, except for Castro’s work [l], dis- 
cussed in Section 3, deal with situations where 2 = c = 0 and A arbitrary, or 
lelLm <A, or A + le”l Lo and 121 sufficiently small, or max E- min ,!? and 121 
sufficiently small, or c > 3 - ‘I20 - ‘n le”l Lo and 121 sufficiently small. 
2. EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF 
PENDULUM-LIKE EQUATIONS 
Let T> 0, o = 271/T, c E R’ and let g: [0, T] x [w -+ E-8 be a continuous 
function such that for some S > 0 one has 
g(t, x + 4 = g(t, x) (2) 
for all (t, x) E [0, T] x R. If FE IF& we consider the solvability of the periodic 
boundary value problem on [0, T] 
x”(t) + cx’( t) + g( t, x(t)) = e 
x(O)-x(T)=x'(O)-x'(T)=O. 
(3) 
It follows immediately from (2) that there exists a E L*(O, T) such that 
I g(f, XII G a(t) (4) 
whenever (t, x) E [0, T] x R. If C( [0, T]) denotes the Banach space of real 
continuous functions on [0, T] with the usual supremum norm 11 . 11 c, an 
important role in the sequel will be played by the nonlinear functional y 
defined on C( [0, T] ) by 
Y(X) = (l/T) I’ dt> x(t)) dl 
0 
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and by its restriction to the subspace of C( [0, T]) of constant functions 
naturally identified with R. Note that, by (2), we have 
Y(x(.)+w=Y@) (5) 
for each x E C( [0, T] ). Thus y 1 R is continuous and s-periodic, and achieves 
therefore its maximum and its minimum on R. For each x E C( [0, T]), we 
shall write 
1 T .f=- 
f To 
x(f) & .qt)=x(t)-x 
so that 
I 
T 
Z(t)dr=O. 
0 
We shall use the Wirtinger inequality 
OJ 114 6 llx’ll 
and the Sobolev inequality (see, e.g., [S] ) 
~)~~~.~713~1’20-‘JIx’/I 
for C’-functions satisfying 
40) = -4 T), 
where )I . /I is the L2-norm defined by 
Ilull = ((;) joT u2(t) dt)‘“. 
LEMMA 1. Under condition (2), the problem 
x”(l) + cx’( t) + g( 2, x(t)) = y(x) 
x(0) -x(T) = x’(0) -x’(T) = 0 
(6) 
has, for each 5 E R, a solution x such that X = 5. Moreover, if9 denotes the 
set of soluions of (6), then min, y and max9 y exist. Finally, for each x E 9, 
one has 
lb’ll G Ilall, llx’ll < (02 + c2)-‘12 I/all, IMI < o-‘(w’+ c2)-‘12 /[all, 
Il~llc~3-“21tw-1(02+c2)-1’211all. 
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Proof: The existence part is proved in [4] through a Leray-Schauder 
type argument. Now, if x is a solution of (6), then 
s =[X”(t)+cx’(t)][X”(t)+CX’(t)+g(t,X(t))-~]dt=O 0 
so that, using the boundary conditions, (4) and the Schwarz inequality, we 
obtain 
x”*(t) dt + c* ~oTx’2(t)dt)1’2~(~~a2(t)dt)1’2. 
Consequently, by the inequalities of Wirtinger and Sobolev, 
WII G Il4, II-q G to* + c*)y’* llall, 11111 d cKyoJ* + C*)-“*llall, 
ll~ll cG710 -13-“*(w* + c*)y’* Ilall. (7) 
On the other hand, by (2) and (5), x( . ) + kSE Y whenever x E Y and 
k E E, so that 
Y(Y) = Y(Y’) 
where 
Y’= (XE9TXE [O, S]}. 
Now 9” is closed in C( [0, T]) because if (xk) is a sequence in 9” con- 
verging to x in C([O, 7’1) and if Kh” denotes the unique solution of the 
problem 
x” + cx’ = h”(t) 
x(0) -x(T) = x’(0) -x’(T) = 0 
x=0 
for KE C([O, 7’)) and J,Th”(t) dt =O, the problem (6) with x = xk is 
equivalent to 
xk = xk - K[ de, xk(.)) - y(xk)l 
and hence, letting k + co, we obtain 
x = 2 - KCg(*, 4-J) - Y(X)1 
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which is equivalent to (6). Moreover, X E [0, S] as zk E [0, S] for all k E N. 
Finally, inequalities (7) and the Ascoli-Arzela theorem imply that 9 is a 
compact subset of C( [0, T]) so that min, y = min,, y and 
max y = max y exist. 
Y 9’ 
COROLLARY 1. Under conditon (2) if min, y = maxy y = 7, then 
problem (3) with 2 = 7 has for each 5 E IF&’ a solution x with X = 5. 
Proof It is a direct consequence of Lemma 1. 
We shall need another sharpening of a result from [4]. 
LEMMA 2. Under condition (2), if problem (3) with 2 = F, (i = 1,2) and 
2,~ Cz has a solution, then it has a solution for each 5 E [C,, t?,]. Moreover, 
if ~5, < ez and $2~ IF,, .F,[, then (3) has at least two solutions not differing 
by multiple of S. 
Proof. The existence of a solution when t? E [e, , e,] is proved in [4] by 
an argument based on upper and lower solutions. Now, if 2, < 2 < ez and xi 
is a solution of (3) with e= Pi (i= 1,2), then x, (resp. x2) is a strict upper 
(resp. lower) solution for (3) and as (3) is invariant for the substitution 
x-+x + kS (kE Z) we can assume without loss of generality that 
x2(t) < xl(t) for all t E [0, T] and that there exists z E [0, T] for which 
x1(z) - x2(r) < S. Moreover, we have then 
x*(t) <xl(t), tE co, Tl 
because if there is some toE [0, T] such that x,(t,) = x,(t,), then the non- 
negative function x1 -x2 will have a minimum equal to zero at t,. If 
t,, E 10, T[, this implies 
x;(b) = 4(b)~ 
a contradiction with 
x;(h) G x;‘(t,), 
xT(to) < -N(b) - dt,, X,(b)) + 2 
= -cxh(t,)-g(t,,x,(t,))+e<x;(t,). 
If t,=O on T, then by T-periodicity, x1 -x2 has a zero minimum at 0 and 
T so that necessarily 
and 
x,(to) = x,(to), 4(tcJ = -G(to) (to=& T) 
xY(t,) 2 xi(trJ (f,,=O, T), 
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and we get a contradiction as in the above case. Now, if a, 8: [0, T] + R 
are two Cz-functions such that 
we define yms : [ 0, T] x [w -+ R by 
Y,/3(‘7 xl = B(t) if x>P(t) 
=x if a(t)<x<fl(t), 
= a(t) if x<a(t) 
gaS:[O,T]xW+Rby 
gajdt, xl = g(c Y,S(‘? x)) 
and the open bounded subset Q,, of C([O, T], R) by 
52,,= {XEC([O, T-J, R): a(t)<x(t)</?(t), tE [O, 7-1). 
By the approach to lower and upper solutions given in [3], we know that 
if a (resp. /3) is a lower (resp. upper) solution for (3), and if we define 
D(L) = {x E C[O, T]: x is of class C2, x(0) -x(T) =x’(O) - x’( T) = 0} 
L:D(L)f= C[O, T-j-+ C[O, T],XHXn+CX' 
G: CCO, T] + C[O, T-J, XH g(-, x(0)) - e 
Gap: CCO, Tl -+ CCO, T], XI-+ gap{., x(o)) - e, 
then the following equalities hold when R > 0 is sufficiently large 
D,(L - G, i-2,,) = D,(L - G,,, B(R)) = D,(L - 4 B(R)) Z 0, 
for the corresponding coincidence degrees. If we take the three couples of 
upper and lower solutions 
we have 
(x2, Xl), (x2 + s, Xl + 9, (x2, Xl + S) 
Q x2.x, u Q x* + xx, + s = Qx*,x, + s 
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and, by the equality above and the additivity of degree, we get, if 
%,x, = Qx,,, + s\(%,x, u ax, + s,x, + 54, 
DAL - 1, B(R)) = DAL - G, Q,,,, + s) 
= DAL - G, Qxm) + DAL - G, Q,, + s,x, + s) 
+ DAL - G, Q:,,, 1 
Consequently, 
= 2D,(L - Z, B(R)) + D,(L - G, a:,,,). 
DAL - G, Q:,,,) = -DAL - 4 B(R)) # 0 
and (3) has a solution u E !I&,, i.e., such that 
x2(t) < u(t) <x,(t) + s 
for all t E [0, T], u(t,)>x,(t,) for some t, E [0, T] and u(t,)<x,(t,)+ S 
for some t2 E [0, T]. Now, if u is any solution of (3) in Q,,,,, i.e., such that 
x2(t) < u(t) <xl(t)* tE co, n 
then necessarily 
u#u and u#u+S. 
On the other hand, u # u - kS (k > 1) because if u = u - kS for some k > 1, 
then, for all t E [0, T], 
u(t)<x,(t)-kkS<x,(t)-S 
so that, with z defined above 
u(z) <Xl(Z) - s< x1(z) 
a contradiction. One shows similarly that u # u+ kS (k> 1). Thus 
u # u (mod S) and the proof is complete. 
Lemmas 1 and 2 provide a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
solvability of (3). 
THEOREM 1. Under condition (2), the problem (3) has at least one 
solution if and only if 
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where y1 = min, y, y2 = maxy y. Moreover, if y1 < y2 and 2~ ]yl, y2[, (3) 
has at least two solutions not differing by a multiple of S. 
Proof Necessity. If (3) has a solution x, then integrating (3) over 
(0, T) gives 
e = y(x) 
so that XEY and 2~ [yi, y2]. 
Sufficiency. If 2~ [y,, yJ and if xi is such that y(xi)=yi (i= 1,2), 
then xi is a solution to (3) with C= yi (i = 1, 2), and the result follows from 
Lemma 2. 
The problem in applying Theorem 1 is that the explicit computation of 
y1 and y2 looks quite difficult. Theorem 2 exhibits a subinterval of [y,, y2] 
under a supplementary condition on y. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that condition (2) holds and that there exists b 2 0 
such that 
Iv(x) - ~(31 G b 11~11 (8) 
for each x E Y and such that 
2/?=20~~(o~+c~)-~/~ I(a(l b<m;xy-m$y. (9) 
Then 
y,<miny+p<m~xy--p<y,. 
53 
Moreover y1 < y2 when (9) holds with strict inequality. 
Proof For x E 9, we have, by (7) and (8) 
Y(X) - P G yt-3 G Y(X) + P 
and hence, for X such that y(X) = max, y, 
y(x)+B>max y w 
which implies y2 > maxR y - fl. The second inequality is obtained in a 
similar way and the last conclusion is trivial. 
Remark 1. Problem (6) has all the constants for solutions if and only if 
g is independent of t, as it is immediately verified. Thus, for g(t, x) = g(x), 
as 
min g<y(x)=ij’g(x(t))dt<max g 
R To w 
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for all x E Y and Sp =I R, we have 
m/ng=p,<y,=max g. 
R 
Remark 2. Similar results hold for the more general problem 
x” +f(x)x’ + g(t, x) = e 
x(O)-x(7-)=x’(O)-x’(T)=0 
where f: R + R is continuous an S-periodic. The only difference is in the 
estimates (7), which have to be replaced by other ones obtained by mul- 
tiplying first the equation by 1 and integrating over (0, T). This gives, after 
integration by parts and use of the boundary conditions, 
s T 0 x.'(t)dt<(joTu~tt)dt)"2(joT~~tt~dt)1'2, 
and hence 
llnll G or2 IMI, llx’ll G CJ- l II49 
IlJql.e~3-1’2W-2 Ilull. 
The argument showing that Y’ is closed has to be adapted and one must 
replace (~0’ + c ) 2 ‘I2 by U.J in the assertion of Theorem 2. 
3. APPLICATION TO THE FORCED PENDULUM EQUATION 
We now apply the above result to the pendulum equation 
y”(t) + cy’( t) + A sin y(t) = e(t) (10) 
where A>O, CER and eEL.‘(O, T). If e(t)=t?+Z(t), with I?= 
(l/T) j: e(t) dt, let us denote by E= E? the unique solution of the linear 
problem 
y”(t) + q’(t) = Z(t) 
Y(O) - Y(T) = Y’(O) - Y’(T) = 0 
y=o 
and let us introduce the new unknown x by 
y(t) =x(t) + E(t). 
(11) 
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Then y is a solution of (10) such that 
Y(O) - Y(T) = Y’(O) - Y’(T) = 0 
if and only if x is solution of 
x”(t) + cx’( t) + A sin(x( t) + E(t)) = 2 
x(0) - x(T) = x’(0) - x’(T) = 0. 
(12) 
(13) 
For this problem, if UE R, 
Y(U) =$ joT sin(a + E(t)) dt 
Consequently, 
maxy=A 
w 
= -min y 
R 
and hence 
O<maxy=A6(Z)= -mjny 
R 
if we define 6(d) by 
d(Z)= f&sinE(r)dt)2+(~~~cos&~)d~)2]1’2. 
[( 
(14) 
Let Y be the set of solutions of the problem 
x~(f)+~x’(~)+Asin(x(r)+~(r))=~~~~sin(x(s)+~(s))dr 
(15) 
x(O)-x(T)=x'(O)-x'(T)=O. 
According to Lemma 1, y, = min, y and y2 =maxy y exist and, by 
Theorem 1 problem (lo)-( 1” has at least one (resp. two) solutions if 
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CE [yl, y2] (resp. CE]Y,, y2[. We now describe the application of 
Theorem 2 to this problem. Let 
1 *. 
c(l =min- T s sm(x(t) +E(t)) dt xe9 
o 
1 *. 
az=max- T s sm(x( t) + 8(t)) dt XEY 
o 
so that 
Yi=Acli (i= 1,2). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that 
P(A, c, co) E w -‘(co’ + c2) - “‘A < 6(Z), (16) 
where 6(Z) is defined by (14). Then 
aI < -h(2) + P(A, c, w) d 0 d J(2) - /?(A, c, co) < a2 
and the problem (lo)-( 12) has at least one solution if and only if 
Act, 6e< AQ. (17) 
Zf (16) holds with strict inequality, then rxl < t12 and (lOt(12) has at feast 
two solutions not differing by a multiple of S when ZE ]Aa,, Acr,[. 
ProoJ We can clearly take a(t) = A, t E [0, T] in condition (4) for 
problem (13). Thus, if x E Y, we have, by Lemma 1, 
IJZ:I( ,<co-‘(w-‘(~~~~+c*)-~‘*A. 
Now, for KEY, we have 
ly(x) - y(S)/ = I$,,’ [sin(x(t) + E(t)) - sin(Z + E(t))] dt / 
so that we take b= A in Theorem 2 and condition (9) follows then 
immediately from (16). 
We shall now discuss in more detail the function 6 and conditions (16) 
and (17). By the Schwarz inequality, we have 
6(p)< ~~0~sin2&t)dt+~~0’cos2~(t)dt)1’2= 1. 
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Consequently, when c = 0, condition (16) implies that necessarily 
A<&, (18) 
a condition introduced by Cactro [ 11. He showed by variational 
arguments that if (18) holds and if c = 0, then, in our notation, 
and problem (lo)-(12) (with c= 0) has a solution if and only if 
t?~ [Act,, Aa,]. He showed moreover that a, = -1 or a2 = +l if and only 
if Z = 0. No condition, however, is given in [ 11, ensuring that a1 < a*. For 
the Z such that d(P) > 0, by restricting (18) to the (more severe) condition 
(16) with strict inequality, we obtain from Theorem 3 a sufficient condition 
under which a, < 0 < a,. Moreover, our results also hold when c # 0, a 
situation which is outside of the scope of the variational methods, and they 
give information about the number of distinct solutions modulo S. 
It may be of interest here to mention an example, devised by G. Dalmaso 
and S. Invemizzi, of a function e” such that a(P) = 0. Taking for definiteness 
T= 2, it suffices to start by a smooth function E’: [0, I] --f [0, 711 such that 
E(0) = 0, E($) = n and such that E(t) = n - E(t- t), t E [a, 41, to extend it 
to [f, l] by the relation 
E(l-t)=E(t),tE[-,l] 
and then to extend it to [ 1,2] by the relation 
B(t)= -E(t- l), tE [l, 21. 
Then .@ extended by periodicity to R is odd and we define e” by 
t?(t) = P(t) + cl?(t). 
Then, by oddness, 
I 
2 
sin&t)&=0 
0 
and by direct calculation using the above symmetries we get 
s 
2 
cos E(t) dt = 0 
0 
so that a(Z) = 0. Note that if Z is such that s(Z) = 0, we have y(Z) E 0, X E R 
and hence, for all x E Y 
(y(x)1 <A j[Zll < A’o-‘(02 + c2)-’ 
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and for such an E, Iy, 1 and ]yZl can be made arbitrarily small, for a given A, 
by taking o or ICI sufficiently large. 
We finally show that 
A < co(co2 +cy (19) 
is a uniqueness condition for solutions of (lOk( 12) with fixed mean value. 
THEOREM 4. Zf condition (19) holds, if vi is solution of 
x:(t) + cxi(t) + A sin(x,(t) + E(t)) = 2, 
Xi(O) - Xi(T) = Xj(0) - X((T) = 0 (i= 1,2) 
and if V, = V,, then v, = v2. In particular, under (18), (13) has a most one 
solution with given mean value. 
Proof: Let u=vl--v2 so that U=O and 
u”(t)+cu’(r)+A[sin(v,(t)+~(t))-sin(v,(t)+~(t))]=e,-e, 
u(0) - u(T) = u’(0) - u’(T) = 0. 
Multiplying both members by U” + cu’ and integrating over [0, r] we get 
joTd2(t) dt +c2 [Tur2(t) dt +A iO* [sin(v,(t)+ E(t)) 
0 
- sin(v,(t) + &t))](u"(t) + cu’(t)) dt = 0. 
Now, for r # s, 
(r-s)-‘(sinr-sins)<l, 
so that, if u(t) # 0 on a subset U of [0, T] of positive measure, we shall 
have, using the Schwarz inequality, 
s 
T 
0 
112 
(u”(t) + cu’(t))2 dt . 
Therefore, by Wirtinger’s inequality for u’ and u” and (19), we get 
(w’ + c*) 107 uf2(t)dt < A2 J‘,‘u*(t) dt < (w* + c2) CD* 1’ u2(t) dt, 
0 
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a contradiction with the Wirtinger’s inequality for u and u’. Thus u = 0 a.e. 
on [0, T] and hence everywhere by continuity. 
COROLLARY 2. If condition (19) holds, then, for each { E R there exists a 
unique solution x of the problem 
x”(t)+cx’(t)+Asin(x(t)+E(t))=$J0’sin(x(s)+E(~))ds 
x(0) - x(T) = x’(0) - x’(T) = 0 (20) 
X=5 
and the mapping x: R --) C( [0, T]), 5 HX(., 5) is continuous. Moreover, 
a(., 5 + 27~) = Z(*, 5) for all 5 E R. 
Proof. The existence follows from Lemma 1 and the uniqueness from 
Theorem 4. Now, letting 
g( t, x) = A sin(x + E(t)), 
we know that (20) is equivalent to 
x = 5 - KC&d., x(O)) - Y(X)1 (21) 
with K defined in the proof of Lemma 1. Let tOe R and (l,) a sequence 
converging to &,, and x, the solution of (21) with 5 = 5,. The convergent 
sequence (5,) is bounded and by the boundedness of g, the mapping 
x + K[ g(*, x(.)) -y(x)] takes C( [0, r]) into a fixed compact set. 
Therefore (x,) will contain a convergent subsequent, with limit x* satisfy- 
ing (21) with < = t,,. By uniqueness, x* =x0 and every convergent sub- 
sequence of (x,) must converge to x0. Hence (x,) itself converge to x0 and 
5 H 3(., <) is continuous. Finally, it follows from the 2n-periodicity of g( t, .) 
that 
q., 5 + 27c) = -K[ g, 5 + 2n + X(*, ( + 2n)) - y(< + 27c + a(*, < + 27E))] 
= -KC g(*, 5 + q., 5 + 271)) - y( 5 + .f(*, 5 + 27T))l. 
Thus 5 + a(., 5 + 271) is solution of (19) and hence, by uniqueness 
5 + q., r + 271) =x(., 5) = < + q., t) 
and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 3. If condition (19) holds, then if q: R + R is defined by 
rl(T)=fJ-oT sin(< + -f(t, 5) + E(t)) dt, 
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q is 2n-periodic and 
a, = min q, a2 = max q. 
R R 
Proof: By Corollary 1, q is 2n-periodic. 
and the result follows from the definition of LX, and uz. 
Remark 3. A method to prove that a, d 0 < a2 consists in showing that 
the 2rc-periodic function q has mean value zero. Then, its primitive are 27t- 
periodic and the existence of a l such that q(s) = 0 follows from Rolle 
theorem. This is the way used by Castro in [l] but it relies on variational 
arguments which do not extend to the case of c#O. So the existence of a 
solution to (lOt( 12) with .? = 0 for all values of c and A is still open. 
Remark 4. Condition (18) for uniqueness of a T-periodic solution with 
given mean value is sharp when c= 0. Indeed, if we consider the case of 
e = 0, i.e., the free pendulum equation 
x”(t) + A sin x(t) = 0 (22) 
we know that besides the equilibrium positions x = kq k E Z, (21) admits 
nontrivial solutions of any period located in ]2n/A ‘j2, co [, and those non- 
trivial solutions can be chosen to be odd functions of t, i.e., with mean 
value zero. Thus, if w2 < A, T= 271/o > 2n/A112 and (22) admits two dis- 
tinct T-periodic solutions with mean value zero, namely 0 and the odd 
nontrivial solution of period T. 
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